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“Through loyalty to the past,
our mind refuses to realize that tomorrow’s joy
is possible only if today’s makes way for it;
that each wave owes the beauty of its line
only to the withdrawal of the preceding one.”
André Gide, one of France’s greatest 20th Century writers 
and winner of the 1947 Nobel Prize in Literature
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10 Bank Sector Metrics to Monitor 

1. Fed Financial Stress Indices 

2. Bank Deposit Outflows 

3. Unrealized Losses in Security Portfolios 

4. Use of Fed Liquidity Facilities 

5. Interbank Lending Markets

6. Bank Funding Risk Premium 

7. Bank Stock Prices 

8. Increases in Loan Loss Provisions 

9. Tightening in Bank Lending Conditions 

10. Regulatory Policy Changes 



I. Introduction 
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Well Capitalized Banking System
Following the 2008-9 global financial crisis (GFC), banks significantly increased both the quantum and 
quality of capital they hold.  The Fed and other central banks have also provided banks with 
significant and new sources of liquidity for periods of stress. 

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 2, 2023. FDIC. 
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Structural Imbalances Creating Challenges 
Following a decade of extraordinary QE and “easy money,” financial assets (i.e., stocks, bonds, 
securities) grew at a much higher rate than GDP, with the US financial system expanding rapidly 
during a historically low interest rate environment.  As that macro regime shifted rapidly post-COVID, 
numerous large structural imbalances have become a challenge including the size of bank security 
portfolios, uninsured deposits, and in some cases, business concentration exposures.

Source: (1-2 ) Federal Reserve. Data as of May 2, 2023. FDIC. Bank Balance Sheet Deposits includes domestic office deposits only.Bloomberg. 
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Fed “Double Tightening” Claiming Casualties 
Every Fed tightening cycle of the last 40 years has claimed a large financial casualty, and the current 
cycle has been no different.  Even with heightened financial system stress in recent months, the Fed 
has continued on its “double tightening” path, raising rates again on May 3rd, and tapering the size of 
its balance sheet by $90 bn per month (QT).

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 2, 2023. Oxford Economics, “FOMC Faces a Difficult Decision” (March 20, 2023). 
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Fewer But Much Larger Bank Failures in 2023 
Since 2001, there have been 564 US bank failures, with a peak of 157 bank failures in 2010, and more 
than 500 banks between 2008 – 2015.  Notably, total assets at the three US bank failures in 2023 (as of 
May 1st) were larger in aggregate than the 25 banks that failed in 2008 (including on an inflation-
adjusted basis).

Source: (1)  FDIC – Bank Failures in Brief Summary. Through May 1, 2023. 
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Further US Bank Sector Consolidation Anticipated
A decades-long consolidation trend in the US banking sector is poised to accelerate in the years 
ahead as tighter liquidity standards, deposit outflows and a higher cost of capital creates challenges 
for small bank business models.  Forty years ago, there were nearly 15,000 banks in the United States, 
a number that declined nearly 50% to approximately 7,000 banks before the GFC in 2008, followed 
by an additional 40% decline closer to 4,000 banks today.

Source: (1)  FDIC Historical Bank Data. Through year end 2022. 
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Expectations for US Bank Sector Consolidation:
• Near term (1-2 years): Slow pace expected (regulatory approval and portfolio mark-to-market)
• Medium term (3-5 years): Significant pace of consolidation (tighter liquidity standards, deposit 

outflows and higher cost of capital challenging small bank business models)



II. 10 Bank Sector Metrics to Monitor 
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1. Fed Financial Stress Indices
Both the Fed and the US Treasury’s Office of Financial Research (OFR) produce indices that measure 
the extent of stress across the US financial system in aggregate.  The recent upward movement of 
these indices provide readings on the systemic impact of Fed tightening and recent bank failures, as 
well as a read on the effectiveness of the regulatory response in providing liquidity and ensuring 
efficient resolution where problems arise.

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 2, 2023. 
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2. Bank Deposit Outflows
While the preponderance of the 2008 global financial crisis centered around (toxic) assets, liabilities 
(i.e., deposit outflows) have been the greater challenge recently. The FDIC is permitted to act on a 
bank-by-bank basis to increase deposit guarantees; however, any wholesale expansion of deposit 
guarantees for all banks requires a joint resolution from the US Congress, and the signature of the 
President. Given that approximately 45% of US banking system deposits are uninsured and that small 
regional banks rely on deposits for an estimated 75-85% of their funding, this is a metric that should 
be watched closely.

Source: (1)  Federal Reserve. Torsten Slok, Apollo. Bloomberg. Data as of May 2 , 2023. Seasonally adjusted. Includes both large and small banks. 
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3. Unrealized Losses in Security Portfolios 
Over a decade of extraordinary QE where financial assets outpaced GDP growth, banks built large, 
long-duration securities portfolios.  As rates rose and spreads widened, unrealized losses on these 
portfolios increased from $8 bn in Q4 2021 to $620 bn in Q4 2022.  At a micro level, where 
unrealized portfolio losses at a specific bank are significant in size vis-à-vis tangible common equity, 
the confidence of investors, counterparties and rating agencies may weaken, thereby triggering other 
events (deposit outflows, short-selling, downgrades, etc.).

Source: (1)  FDIC. Bloomberg. Data as of Q4 2022 (latest available). 
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4. Use of Fed Liquidity Facilities  
As the US bank sector stabilizes, one would expect the use of Fed liquidity facilities (i.e., discount 
window, new BTFP program) to decline sharply.  However, as evidenced by data released each 
Wednesday, usage of Fed liquidity facilities in recent weeks remains high.

Source: (1-2 ) Federal Reserve. Bloomberg. Weekly Balance as of latest Wednesday level (May 3, 2023). 
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5. Interbank Lending Markets 
The “Ted Spread” (the gap between the rate banks lend to each other (i.e., LIBOR) and the equivalent 
T-Bill yield) provides an important measure of trust, or confidence, between banks.

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 5, 2023. 
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6. Bank Funding Risk Premium 
Historically, financial sector credit spreads diverge from corporate credit spreads during recessions or 
periods of financial stress.  Over the last two months, financial sector IG credit spreads and CDS have 
traded at a significant premium to non-financials.  As MMFs offer an attractive alternative to deposits, 
and as credit concerns increase as the economy moves closer to recession, the higher cost of capital 
for banks will be an important metric to watch.

Source: (1-2 ) Bloomberg. Data as of May 5, 2023. Financials is Bloomberg IG finance total return index. Corporates is US corporate bond index. CDS is Markit CDX North 
America Financial Index. 
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7. Bank Stock Prices 
Banking is a confidence business.  The KBW Bank Index has therefore become an important 
barometer for US bank sector sentiment.  Since early March, the US regional bank indices have 
significantly under-performed their global peer group, and have come under renewed pressure since 
First Republic’s failure on May 1.

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 5, 2023. 
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8. Increases in Loan Loss Provisions 
As the Fed continues to tighten policy (rates, QT), the impact of which operates with a significant lag, 
and macroeconomic conditions worsen, banks are writing off bad debt and setting aside additional 
reserves at levels approaching that of the COVID crisis three years ago.  Recent bank earnings reports 
show notable increases in loan loss provisions across a broad spectrum of consumer and business 
lending activity (i.e., credit cards, auto, small business).

Source: (1)  Bloomberg. Data as of May 2, 2023. Federal Reserve. 
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9. Tightening in Bank Lending Conditions 
Deposit outflows and higher bank funding costs have implications for bank lending activity, which in 
turn impact the real economy.  In March, the Fed’s banking conditions survey showed loan demand 
declining for the 5th consecutive period, with broad-based contraction across multiple sectors. 

Source: (1-5)  Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. Banking Conditions Survey. Data collected March 21 – 29, and 71 financial institutions responded to the survey. 
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10. Regulatory Policy Changes 
The FDIC released a report in early May analyzing options for a sweeping overhaul of its deposit 
insurance program after multiple recent bank failures reduced the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). FDIC 
Chair Martin Gruenberg highlighted that digitization and growth in uninsured deposits have increased 
bank run exposure. Today, roughly 45%, or $7.7 trillion, of US deposits are uninsured. 

Source: FDIC “Options for Deposit Insurance Reform” (May 1, 2023). 
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Epilogue:  Expectations from Washington
As the US banking crisis has intensified, we believe that pressure is “ramping up” in 
Washington to expand deposit guarantees, but that major legislative action is 
neither imminent nor likely near-term

Who? The Senate Banking Committee is the “center of gravity” for any 
potential action.  The House Financial Services Committee will likely defer 
to the Senate for leadership if bank sector problems persist.

When? Pressure to act is “ramping up” given duration of bank stress, but still 
not imminent or likely near-term.  Timing would be post-debt ceiling 
resolution, and only if bank sector deteriorates substantively from here.  
Contagion to farming states, agriculture and auto sectors also likely needed.

How? FDIC may expand insurance on a bank-by-bank basis (especially for closed 
banks) as they did for SVB and Signature, but a broad-based expansion of 
deposit insurance to all banks requires a joint resolution from Congress 
(60 votes in the Senate, 218 in the House), signed by the President.

What? If needed, Congress could pass legislation to increase deposit insurance 
coverage, and expand FDIC/ regulatory powers.  Since unlikely near term, 
Treasury use of the Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) is the more likely 
vehicle for bank sector support if needed near term as the FDIC’s Deposit 
Insurance Fund (DIF) declines.  Treasury use of the ESF does not require 
Congressional approval.



“The FDIC is permitted to act on a bank by bank 
basis, particularly in the case of closed banks, to 
increase insurance deposit guarantees, but any 
wholesale permanent action would require a joint 
resolution from lawmakers.  Any expansion of the 
FDIC’s current deposit insurance guarantee 
framework that reaches all banks wholesale would 
therefore need to be approved via a joint resolution 
from Congress, which requires passage in both the 
House and the Senate, and sign-off by the 
President.”
Henrietta Treyz, Managing Partner &
Director of Economic Policy at Veda Partners 
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